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• Overview of Ground-Based Launch Assist
• OTIS and Trajectory Analysis












•Combination of E/M, air-breathing, and rocket propulsion
•Decrease in Weight=Increase in Payload
•Low Operational Costs How?
•Launch to Orbit in Stages
•Linear Induction Motors
(0 to M1.5)
•Ramjet (M1.5 to M4)
•Scramjet (M4 to M10)
•Rocket to Orbit
Launch Assist Benefit Analysis
Coefficient of
Drag
Launch assist will bypass






Decrease in Total Launch
Weight per Payload Mass
Launch assist ΔV doesn’t
require on-board propellant
Theory






“Flight Research of an Aerospike




Flight Parameters: Drag Coefficient,
Thrust
Flight data: Altitude, Mach Number







Average Thrust of 900 lbf










(V0, h0, γ, weight)
Atmospheric Model
Engine Model





































V! Change in velocity (Vf-V0) 1694 ft/s
Isp      Specific Impulse 215 s
m0       Initial Mass (100 lbs) / g0
mbo     Mass at Burn Out (71 lbs) / g0
tbo      Burn Time 7 s
g0      Gravitational Acceleration 32.2 ft/s2
d          Drag Effects Varies with time
Numerical Values




Verification of Drag Effect’s Existence
Comparison Between OTIS and Theory Comparison Within OTIS
“Turning off” the Atmosphere:
Removal of atmospheric model from
otis.inl
Compute Offset between 2 OTIS models:
With Drag
Without Drag
d = ΔVno drag - ΔVwith drag=      509 ft/s
Correction Term: d
Offset between ΔVs from OTIS
and rocket equation at burn out
d = 497 ft/s
Values from both comparisons agree
OTIS is accurate in predicting the drag term
2.4% Difference
Method of Comparison:
Using the Concept of “Virtual Isp”
Comparison of ΔVs
Rocket Alone vs. Combined System
Different Scenarios Input to OTIS
Drag, Initial Velocity
OTIS Outputs a ΔV
Rocket Equation















“Virtual Isp” = Normal Isp + Isp Gain
Launch Assist Benefit Analysis
Coefficient of
Drag
Launch assist will bypass






Decrease in Total Launch
Weight per Payload Mass
Launch assist ΔV doesn’t
require on-board propellant





























Launch Assist Benefit Analysis
Coefficient of
Drag
Launch assist will surpass






Decrease in Total Launch
Weight per Payload Mass









































Indicates possible gains from surpassing transonic peak




























Launch Assist Benefit Analysis
Coefficient of
Drag
Launch assist will bypass






Decrease in Total Launch
Weight per Payload Mass
Launch assist ΔV doesn’t
require on-board propellant
Motivation: Launch Assist can provide supersonic speeds thus
allowing ignition of ramjet without an onboard compressor.  This
means a further reduction in total launch weight.
Outline
• Overview of Ground-Based Launch Assist
• OTIS and Trajectory Analysis









Outline of Ramjet Study




• Calculate missing parameters, if necessary
– Mass Flow Rates
– Pressure Recovery
• Input data to engine simulation software
– ONX
– GECAT
• Verify software outputs with real data
– Geometry
– Thrust




– Fuel Heating Value






– Mass Flow Rates




– Air mass flow rateONX
Verification of ONX with Holloman Sled Track Data
Theory: ONX
Experiment: “Feasibility of Ramjet Engine Test Capability on









Low Altitude Short Range Missile (LASRM)
US Air Force, 1964-1967
Comments
Allows for direct input of
thrust
Does not allow for direct
input of geometry
Intermediate Conclusions: Not enough LASRM data (no flight test thrust values)















Conclusions: ONX is not sufficient to meet our needs because of difficulty in entering



























•Mach Numbers (Mach 3 to 5)
•Altitudes






•Air Mass Flow Rate
ONERA study, 1960-1964
Solid Fuel Booster plus Ramjet
Approached  Mach 5
10 flights
Calculation of Mass Flow Rates
AVm !=
•
• Focus on Air Intake
– Free-stream Mach number,






• Normal Shock at Inlet






Calculation of Pressure Recovery (ri)
• Measure of inlet
performance
• Ratio of total
pressure after inlet
to free stream total
pressure
Stataltex Inlet Efficiency (      ) as a
Function of Free Stream Mach Number
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Comments on Software Analysis
Issues with Nozzle Exit Area Input




Limited selection of inputs
Cons
Specification of Geometry
Ability to Override Idealizations
Matching Capability
View Properties at Every Station
Direct input of thrustPros
GECATONX
•Not enough data to model the LASRM
•D-21 GECAT model at 2 points
•Successful Stataltex GECAT model at 4 points
Next Steps








Phase 1 Motors Embry-Riddle-159 mph
Linear Motor Research and Development
Phase 2 Motors
Phase 2 Motors-Manufacturing
Phase 2 Motors-Testing Fall 2008
Launch Assist Ramjet
• Assumptions/Requirements
– Sea level to 10,000ft operation
– Mach Number 1.5 to 2
– 2-5 seconds burn time
– Gross wet weight between 50 and 100lbs
– Detection limits 1-10g out of 500g














•Burn Duration: 3-5 sec
•V0 = M1.2
•Vf = M1.6-M1.9
•Propellant Mass Fraction: 1/3
•Total Ramjet Weight: 20 lbs
•Net Thrust: 60 lbs
•Fuel Density: 50 lbs/ft3













•Net Thrust (0 – 100 lbs)














Altitudes: 0, 5000, 10000 ft
Inlet Efficiencies: 75%, 85%, 95%
Combustion Temperature: 3000 R
Thrust = 60 lbs
Mass Flow Rate: Determined on Case to Case Basis
Off-Design Variable Parameters
M1.2 to M2.0
Altitude: 0 to 10000 ft
Pressure Recovery: 0.5 to 1.0
Combustion Temperature: 2000 to 4000 R


















Data points represent green areas
from previous slide
Flight Envelope Graphs
Flight Envelope for On-Design Case  1:





















































• Continue/Complete Design of Launch
Assist Ramjet for Existing Linear Motors
• Launch Assist Trajectory Analysis
Including Air-Breathing Ramjet
• Big Air-Breathing Ramjet (BARJ)
– 100,000 lbs of thrust
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